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History of Jewish Philosophy 2005-10-20
jewish philosophy is often presented as an addendum to jewish religion rather than as a rich and varied tradition in
its own right but the history of jewish philosophy explores the entire scope and variety of jewish philosophy from
philosophical interpretations of the bible right up to contemporary jewish feminist and postmodernist thought the
links between jewish philosophy and its wider cultural context are stressed building up a comprehensive and
historically sensitive view of jewish philosophy and its place in the development of philosophy as a whole includes
detailed discussions of the most important jewish philosophers and philosophical movements descriptions of the social
and cultural contexts in which jewish philosophical thought developed throughout the centuries contributions by 35
leading scholars in the field from britain canada israel and the us detailed and extensive bibliographies

Jewish Philosophy and the Academy 1996
jewish philosophy and the academy reflects in broad terms on the current state of jewish philosophy in the university
this generation of university teachers lives at a unique historic junction it is the last to be taught by the giants
of european wissenschaft des judentums and the first to experience the remarkable expansion of judaic scholarship in
israel and abroad emil fackenheim suggests that if we are indebted to athens for the philosophical method we are also
indebted to jerusalem for the ethical content of philosophy which is both an intellectual and a moral challenge this
dual challenge shapes the diverse papers in this volume book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north
america inc all rights reserved

The Future of Jewish Philosophy 2018-08-13
this anthology reflects on the future of jewish philosophy in light of the library of contemporary jewish
philosophers brill 2013 2018 the essays assess the academic contribution and cultural importance of jewish philosophy
and offer paths for its future growth

Medieval Jewish Philosophy 2014-03-05
beginning with the earliest philosopher of the middle ages saadiah ben joseph al fayyumi this work surveys the
writings of such figures as solomon ben joseph ibn gabirol bahya ben joseph ibn pakuda abraham ben david halevi ibn
daud judah halevi moses maimonides gersonides hasdai crescas simon ben zemah duran joseph albo isaac arama and isaac
abrabanel throughout an attempt is made to place these thinkers in an historical context and describe their
contributions to the history of jewish medieval thought in simple and lucid terms the book is directed to students
enrolled in jewish studies courses as well as to those who seek an awareness and appreciation of the riches of
medieval jewish philosophical tradition
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The Philosophy of Judaism 1988
this comprehensive survey of medieval jewish philosophy provides in depth coverage for such major figures as saadiah
gaon maimonides abraham ibn ezra judah halevi abraham ibn daoud and gersonides

A History of Jewish Philosophy in the Middle Ages 1990-11-30
this volume covers the major traditions of thought from philo to levinas and since jewish philosophy has occurred in
broader environments e g hellenistic alexandria medieval baghdad weimar germany non jewish thinkers who have had an
important influence on jewish philosophy are also included e g plotinus alfarabi heidegger

Jewish Philosophy A-Z 2020-03-31
one of the outstanding interpreters of jewish culture in the twentieth century has been erwin rosenthal this book
contains some of his most influential work ranging from the nature of jewish political thought both classical and
medieval to christian reactions to judaism and to varying approaches to the study of the bible

Judaism, Philosophy, Culture 2001
contemporary jewish philosophy offers a comprehensive survey of jewish philosophy in the twentieth century

Contemporary Jewish Philosophy 2006
jewish philosophy is multicultural and multidisciplinary marking the convergence of jewish and non jewish cultures
and the interaction of the philosophic method with jewish thought this book examines the writings of several
paradigms in jewish philosophy loyal to the teachings of jerusalem and eager for the wisdom of athens

Paradigms in Jewish Philosophy 1997
jewish philosophy for the twenty first century encourages contemporary jewish thinkers to reflect on the meaning of
judaism in the modern world by connecting these reflections to their own personal biographies in so doing it reveals
the complexity of jewish thought in the present moment the contributors reflect on a range of political social
ethical and educational challenges that face jews and judaism today and chart a path for the future the results
showcase how jewish philosophy encompasses the methodologies and concerns of other fields such as political theory
intellectual history theology religious studies anthropology education comparative literature and cultural studies by
presenting how jewish thinkers address contemporary challenges of jewish existence the volume makes a valuable
contribution to the humanities as a whole especially at a time when the humanities are increasingly under duress for
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being irrelevant

Jewish Philosophy for the Twenty-First Century 2014-08-21
this volume features eliezer schweid s most original essays and an interview with him together they express his
fundamental outlook the faith of a secular jew articulating responsibility toward one s neighbor one s people the
world and god in a secular age

Eliezer Schweid: The Responsibility of Jewish Philosophy 2013-06-06
in this innovative volume contemporary philosophers respond to classic works of jewish philosophy for each of twelve
central topics in jewish philosophy jewish philosophical readings drawn from the medieval period through the
twentieth century appear alongside an invited contribution that engages both the readings and the contemporary
philosophical literature in a constructive dialogue the twelve topics are organized into four sections and each
section commences with an overview of the ensuing dialogue and concludes with a list of further readings the
introduction to the volume assesses the current state of jewish philosophy and argues for a deeper engagement with
analytic philosophy exemplified by the new contributions jewish philosophy past and present contemporary responses to
classical sources is a cutting edge work of jewish philosophy and at the same time an engaging introduction to the
issues that animated jewish philosophers for centuries and to the texts that they have produced it is designed to set
the agenda in jewish philosophy for years to come

Jewish Philosophy Past and Present 2016-07-22
breaking with strictly historical or textual perspectives this book explores jewish philosophy as philosophy often
regarded as too technical for judaic studies and too religious for philosophy departments jewish philosophy has had
an ambiguous position in the academy these provocative essays propose new models for the study of jewish philosophy
that embrace wider intellectual arenas including linguistics poetics aesthetics and visual culture as a path toward
understanding the particular philosophic concerns of judaism as they reread classic jewish texts the essays
articulate a new set of questions and demonstrate the vitality and originality of jewish philosophy

New Directions in Jewish Philosophy 2010
roth 1896 1963 the first philosophy professor at the hebrew u jerusalem certainly practiced the ethics he preached in
his self imposed exile from israel to protest the new state s policies a dozen essays represent his search through
thought for the permanent includes a complete bibliography of his writings distributed in the us by isbs annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or
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Is There a Jewish Philosophy? 1999
a collection of nine essays by one of the leading scholars in medieval jewish philosophy the volume consists of two
parts part i entitled philosophy and history includes essays on the study of medieval jewish philosophy on the notion
of peace on the political philosophy of nissim of gerona and isaac abrabanel and on maimonides views on messianism in
part ii philosophy and faith the subjects dealt with are the god of the philosophers and the god of the kabbalists
the notion of miracle in medieval jewish philosophy the esoteric character of maimonides guide of the perplexed and a
lost arabic recension of aristotle s parva naturalia professor aviezer ravitzky is chairman of the department of
jewish thought the hebrew university of jerusalem

History and Faith 2023-03-27
volume one of jewish philosophy foundations and extensions is divided thematically foundations of jewish philosophy
analyzes how jewish philosophy is defined the controversy over faith and reason and how sa adiah ga on pioneered the
medieval and moses mendelssohn the modern traditions of jewish philosophy philosophy and scripture explores the
relationship of the two major sources of religious thought reason and revelation non philosophical sources and their
implications discusses the existence of the boundaries of philosophical thought

Jewish Philosophy: General questions and considerations 2008
history of jewish philosophy from biblical times to the present presented for the general reader with digests of
selected literary works

The Story of Jewish Philosophy 1962
rather than assume that the terms philosophy and judaism simply belong together aaron w hughes explores the
juxtaposition and the creative tension that ensues from their cohabitation he examines the historical cultural
intellectual and religious filiations between judaism and philosophy

Rethinking Jewish Philosophy 2014-04
breaking new ground in the study of spinoza s philosophy the essays in this volume explore the extent to which
spinoza may be considered a jewish thinker the rich diversity of spinoza scholarship today is represented here by a
wide range of intellectual methods and scholarly perspectives from jewish philosophy and history to cartesian
analytic and continental marxist streams of interpretation to the disciplines of political science and intellectual
history two questions underlie all the essays how and in what measure is spinoza s a jewish philosophy and what is
its impact on the project of jewish philosophy as a living enterprise now and for the future the contributors varied
perspectives afford a highly nuanced vision of the multifaceted judaic tradition itself as refracted through the
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spinozist lens what draws them together is the quest for enduring insights that emerge from the philosophy of spinoza

Studies in the History of Jewish Thought 1997
the book deals with the coordinates of a oemodernitya as premises of jewish philosophy in the renaissance and early
modern period

Philosophies of Judaism 1973
in reasoning after revelation dialogues in postmodern jewish philosophy three preeminent jewish scholars debate the
form and meaning of postmodern jewish philosophy after the failures of the great secular ideologies of modern western
civilization emulating the methods as well as the premises of talmudic argumentation the authors present their
responses as dialogues joined by a common love of the rabbinic tradition of commentary and interpretation of the
bible the composers peter ochs robert gibbs and steven kepnes contemplate where judaism has beenand where it is
headed on what basis will modern jews now reason about the meaning of jewish existence and the relevance of age old
biblical traditions to the moral and social crises of the twenty first century the dialogues are further enriched by
a set of responses from leading jewish philosophers elliot r wolfson edith wyschogrod almut sh bruckstein yudit
kornberg greenberg and susan e shapiro postmodern jewish thinkers understand their jewishness differently but they
all share a fidelity to what they call the torah and to communal practices of reading and social action that have
their bases in rabbinic interpretations of biblical narrative law and belief thus postmodern jewish thinking is
thinking about god jews and the worldwith the texts of the torahin the company of fellow seekers and believers it
utilizes the tools of philosophy but without their modern premises moreover this form of jewish thinking provides
resources for philosophically disciplined readings of scripture by jews christians and moslems seeking alternatives
to the reductive discourses of secular academia on the one hand and to antimodern religious fundamentalisms on the
other postmodern jewish philosophy aims to utilize rabbinic modes of thinking to provide a model for ethical and
religious thought in the twenty first century one which moves beyond the dichotomy of relativism and imperialism and
is simultaneously definite and pluralistic in reasoning after revelation dialogues in postmodern jewish philosophy
three preeminent jewish scholars debate the form and meaning of postmodern jewish philosophy after the failures of
the great secular ideologies of modern western civilization emulating the methods as well as the premises of talmudic
argumentation the authors present their responses as dialogues joined by a common love of the rabbinic tradition of
commentary and interpretation of the bible the composers peter ochs robert gibbs and steven kepnes contemplate where
judaism has beenand where it is headed on what basis will modern jews now reason about the meaning of jewish
existence and the relevance of age old biblical traditions to the moral and social crises of the twenty first century
the dialogues are further enriched by a set of responses from leading jewish philosophers elliot r wolfson edith
wyschogrod almut sh bruckstein yudit kornberg greenberg and susan e shapiro
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Jewish Themes in Spinoza's Philosophy 2012-02-01
presents soloveitchik s philosophy as a conceptual response to nietzsche s critique of religion that brings nietzsche
s life affirming sensibility to halakhic judaism

The Philosophy of Judaism 1962
providing a concise but comprehensive overview of joseph b soloveitchik s larger philosophical program this book
studies one of the most important modern orthodox jewish thinkers it incorporates much relevant biographical
philosophical religious legal and historical background so that the content and difficult philosophical concepts are
easily accessible the volume describes his view of jewish law halakhah and how he takes the view to answer the
fundamental question of jewish philosophy the question of the reasons for the commandments it shows how numerous of
his disparate books essays and lectures on law specific commandments and jewish religious phenomenology can be woven
together to form an elegant philosophical program it also provides an analysis and summary of soloveitchik s views on
zionism and on interreligious dialogue and the contexts for soloveitchik s respective stances on two issues that were
pressing in his role as a leader of a major branch of post war orthodox judaism the book provides a synoptic overview
of the philosophical works of joseph b soloveitchik it will be of interest to historians and scholars studying neo
kantian philosophy jewish thought and philosophy of religion

Renaissance Philosophy in Jewish Garb 2009
reproduction of the original a history of medieval jewish philosophy by isaac husik

History of Jewish philosophy 1993
surveys the history of jewish philosophy from the formation of the hebrew scriptures this book is intended for
courses in jewish philosophy as well as for more general courses in religious thought judaism and philosophy it
highlights the hebrew scriptures the midrash medieval rabbinic commentaries and modern works of jewish theology

Reasoning After Revelation 2018-03-08
this is the first book to bring together the major essays and lectures of leo strauss in the field of modern jewish
thought it contains some of his most famous published writings as well as significant writings which were previously
unpublished spanning almost 30 years of continuously deepening reflection the book presents the full range of strauss
s contributions as a modern jewish thinker these essays and lectures also offer strauss s mature considerations of
some of the great figures in modern jewish thought such as baruch spinoza hermann cohen franz rosenzweig martin buber
theodor herzl and sigmund freud they also encompass his incisive analyses and original explorations of modern judaism
which he viewed as caught in the grip of the theological political crisis from german jewry anti semitism and the
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holocaust to zionism and the state of israel from the question of assimilation to the meaning and value of jewish
history in addition strauss s two sustained interpretations of the hebrew bible are also reprinted these essays and
lectures cumulatively point toward the postcritical reconstruction of judaism which strauss envisioned suggesting it
rebuild along maimonidean lines thus the book lends credence to the view that strauss was able to uncover and probe
the crisis at the heart of modern jewish thought and history perhaps with greater profundity than any other
contemporary jewish thinker

Nietzsche, Soloveitchik and Contemporary Jewish Philosophy 2018-06-28
this book grew out of three annual meetings 1987 1988 and 1989 of the academy for jewish philosophy the essays
included in this volume deal with major issues of jewish faith in our age and present a diversity of interpretations
and positions by the leading jewish thinkers in north america contents judaism and god talk eternal truths in
changing form jewish philosophy in covenantal context there s no god unless god talks a study of max kadushin as
rabbinic pragmatist judaism and god talk the positive contribution of negative theology in defense of images idolatry
and love of appearances maimonides and plato on false wisdom judaism and the varieties of idolatrous experience the
inevitability of idolatry basic concepts in rabbinic hermeneutics hermeneutics in contemporary jewish ethics midrash
and history in holocaust interpretation buber s biblical hermeneutics and narrative biblical theology

Philosophies of Judaism 1964
since the classical period jewish scholars have drawn on developments in philosophy to enrich our understanding of
judaism this methodology reached its pinnacle in the medieval period with figures like maimonides and continued into
the modern period with the likes of rosenzweig the explosion of anglo american analytic philosophy in the twentieth
century means that there is now a host of material largely unexplored by jewish philosophy with which to explore
analyze and develop the jewish tradition jewish philosophy in an analytic age features contributions from leading
scholars in the field which investigate jewish texts traditions and or thinkers in order to showcase what jewish
philosophy can be in an analytic age united by the new and engaging style of philosophy the collection explores
rabbinic and talmudic philosophy maimonidean philosophy philosophical theology and ethics and value theory

The Philosophy of Joseph B. Soloveitchik 2021-03-30
t m rudavsky presents a new account of the development of jewish philosophy from the tenth century to spinoza in the
seventeenth viewed as part of an ongoing dialogue with medieval christian and islamic thought her aim is to provide a
broad historical survey of major figures and schools within the medieval jewish tradition focusing on the tensions
between judaism and rational thought this is reflected in particular philosophical controversies across a wide range
of issues in metaphysics language cosmology and philosophical theology the book illuminates our understanding of
medieval thought by offering a much richer view of the jewish philosophical tradition informed by the considerable
recent research that has been done in this area
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Jewish Philosophers 1975
too often the study of philosophical texts is carried out in ways that do not pay significant attention to how the
ideas contained within them are presented articulated and developed this was not always the case the contributors to
this collected work consider jewish philosophy in the medieval period when new genres and forms of written expression
were flourishing in the wake of renewed interest in ancient philosophy many medieval jewish philosophers were highly
accomplished poets for example and made conscious efforts to write in a poetic style this volume turns attention to
the connections that medieval jewish thinkers made between the literary the exegetical the philosophical and the
mystical to shed light on the creativity and diversity of medieval thought as they broaden the scope of what counts
as medieval jewish philosophy the essays collected here consider questions about how an argument is formed how text
is put into the service of philosophy and the social and intellectual environment in which philosophical texts were
produced

A History of Medieval Jewish Philosophy 2020-07-18
if in content and in method philosophy and religion conflict can there be a jewish philosophy what makes a jewish
thinker a philosopher emil l fackenheim confronts these questions in a profound and insightful series of essays on
the great jewish thinkers from maimonides through hermann cohen martin buber franz rosenzweig and leo strauss
fackenheim also contemplates the task of jewish philosophy after the holocaust while providing access to key jewish
thinkers of the past this volume highlights the exciting achievements of one of today s most creative and most
important jewish philosophers

Jewish Philosophy 2006-09-19
this is a new presentation of the philosophy of the talmud the talmud is not a work of formal philosophy but much of
what it says is relevant to philosophical enquiry including issues explored in contemporary debates in particular the
talmud has original ideas about the relation between universal ethics and the ethics of a particular community this
leads into a discussion on the relation between morality and ritual and also about the epistemological role of
tradition the book explains the paradoxes of talmudic judaism as arising from a philosophy of revolution stemming
from jewish origins as a band of escaped slaves determined not to reproduce the slave society of egypt from this
arises a daring humanism and an emphasis on justice in this world rather than on other worldly spirituality a strong
emphasis on education and the cultivation of rationality also stems from this governing the discussion is a theory of
logic that differs significantly from greek logic talmudic logic is one of analogy not classification and is
peculiarly suited to discussions of moral and legal human situations this book will be of interest to those in the
fields of philosophy religion and the history of ideas whether students teachers and academics or the interested
general reader
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Jewish Philosophy and the Crisis of Modernity 2012-02-01
the book elucidates the complex relationship between jewish philosophy and general philosophy at the same time it
examines jewish philosophy as an independent discipline of thought the issue of particular and characteristic
problems of jewish thought is taken up in the third part of the book other philosophical topics from the general as
well as the jewish angle are the quiddity of philosophy its aims and tasks its value and purpose and the relations
between philosophy religion and theology as reflected in general and jewish thought the concluding sections of the
book highlight several basic problems of jewish philosophy its sources of inspiration and its influence the motifs
for philosophizing the relation between reason and revelation and lastly the principal transformations in jewish
philosophy with the passage from medievalism to modernity

Proceedings of the Academy for Jewish Philosophy 1992

Jewish Philosophy in an Analytic Age 2019

Jewish Philosophy in the Middle Ages 2018-07-11

Medieval Jewish Philosophy and Its Literary Forms 2019-08-01

Jewish Philosophers and Jewish Philosophy 1996

The Philosophy of the Talmud 2002

Between Yafeth and Shem 1987
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